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T17 ROLE OF T17:: EURCPM PCONOMEC CCIMMITY (E7c) 1117:

ITVELOPMMT OF CARIBBc.AN AGRICEPTURE

G.G. Hatterson

(Camvsston of the European Communities Delegate in Trixidad 2bbago)

1. Although the European Communities, through the Comnissio
n, have for a long

time devoted much of their financial and technical co
operation activities

in developing countries to the improvement of rural l
ife and agricultural

production, this note will not attempt to summarize the past, but will look

at the present situation and Prospects.

2. At its November 1981 meeting the Council of the European 
Communities agreed

to a special action plan, Proposed by the Commission, to 
combat hunger in

the world. It is additional to the emergency or e::ceptional aid, an
d to

the regular food aid programmes that already obtain. 
It comprises an extra

40 million in US dollar equivalents, for e::ceptional f
ood aid to the least

developed countries (1,DCs), and US$1eJ4 million 
under the 1982 budget to

support for the food strategies of the developing 
countries. I% start has

already been made in Mali, Kenya and Zambia in this n
ew type of cooperation,

and is dictated by the fact that many countries, an
d large numbers of people,

are now in an even worse situation in respect of food 
and nutrition than

eve-- before.

3. When considering the European Communities role in assisting the socio-

economic development of its partner-States under the L
ome Convention, with

special reference to food and nutrition, four on-going 
elements or inputs

need to be mentioned:

(i) Etcrgeney ascistance (including especially food aid) renresenting a

recurring clement in a Region afflicted by natural cal
amities and

associated crop destruction. Such assistance is given also to

victims of political conflicts or in cases of acute food
 shortages,

Usually distributed by public o: non-governmental 
specialized

agencies, whether national or international, such a
ssistance does

not generally go through the customary economic c4
anne1s. Although

it provides come short-term relief it does not in 
itself stimulate

the economic development of the recipient country.

(ii) Food aid p.rogra27:nes (annual) arc designed to meet situations whei:e

famine or malnutrition are endemic and where a response cannot be

confined to immediate supplies. For 1982, the European Communitieos

approved food aid Programme to 52 countries and 6 i
nternational

organizations comoriscd 927,663 tonnes of cereal, 
150,000 tonnes of

milk powder and 45,000 tonnes of butteroil. Such aid does have its

drawbacks. It can instill, locally, some complacency regardin
g self-

efforts to correct situations. This in turn can create greater

local dependence on food aid programmes from 
oatside. Measures are

therefore required to make food aid more eff
ective in promoting

labour-intensive development activities (e.g. 
during initial non-

productive farm establishment, or crop 
diversification activities)

which eventually contribute to the redundancy
 of such food aid
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programmes. The objective of food aid, more complex and less

spectacular than emergency assistance, can thus be one way of

securing a lasting development effect. If properly applied, it

cannot save lives ... but help people to live.

(iii) European Fund (EDF) development-aid inputs into national programmes

are announced, in terms of overall amounts, to Governments at the

outset of each 5-year Convention or contract between the European

Member States and their partner States in the Community. The

recipient governments decided individually what portions of the

overall resource are to be allocated to each of the main socio-

economic sectors of their national development plan (education,

health, agriculture, transport and communications, etc.) and,

within each sectoral allocation, what are the programmes or projects

for which EDF support is to be sought.

Within the Caribbean, several national programmes do include EDF

inputs into rural development and agricultural production. Increasing

emphasis is being given (and this should be encouraged) to the

micro-project approach and the emergence of a network of small and

medium size agricultural enterprises. And in the case of infra-

structural inputs such as irrigation dams and other works, the

objective of EDF aid is not the construction per se but the rural

people for whom such works are designed.

(iv) European Fund (EDF) development aid inputs into regional programmes.

In the Caribbean situation especially, national development plans

should be considered in their regional context. The Commission of

the European Communities attaches great importance to this; and

this is clearly reflected in the fact that EDF regional programme

resources under the Lome II Convention have tripled in comparison

with *the 4th (Lome I) development fund (from 25 to-US$70-75'Million

equivalents). It is felt that, in the Caribbean context especially,

the creation of an efficient regional infrastructural climate, to

ensure a more receptive environment for effective individual country'

inputs, is a healthy, realistic approach. It also serves to promote

complementarity, interdependence and avoidance of wasteful duplication

e.g. in the planning and establishment of agro-allied industry

based on small and irregular supplies of local raw materials; .

establishment of appropriate diversification of research and pro-

duction patterns in agriculture; . or in containing the spread of

disease in livestock or crops, and which is no respecter of geo-

graphical frontiers.

In respect to EDF inputs we look, in this case, to the regional

institutions - and to CARICOM and the. Caribbean Food Corporation

(CFC) in particular, for guidance and orientation.

The grass-roots approach at individual country levels to establish

techniques and practices adapted to their needs, and the inputs

into promoting a regional environment conducive to collective socio-

economic development, must clearly go hand-in-hand.

4. The Caribbean Food and Nutrition Strategy serves not only as a good example

of the intimate correlation between regional and country-based activity,

but it fits very well into both the present and the new type of cooperation

envisaged by the European Communities in their efforts to combat world and
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local food shortocjes. It constitutes also an c;:amplc to oLht.11.:3 in othe:
.parts of the world of a deliberate effort of concerted political will by
17 governments of this Region to idtmtify and implement a coordinated,

appropriately diversified, hence complementary food production plan. And

if successful, this will provide a showcase to others in a world where

improvement in food piOduction (and in the essential support sections) is
vital to the socio-economic condition of so many people.

5 %he EDF, both at national and i6gional levels in the Caribbean, is already
deeply involved in helping to promote and implement a food and nutrition
strategy. In effect, in addition to resources available under the 4th .
ELT (1976-1980) essentially for individual national programmes where several
projects are now assuming greater significance within the framework of the
proposed stragegy, over 30 percent (some US$27 million equivalents) of
the 5th EDF Regional Programme for the Caribbean are destined as inputs
into that strategy. And that is not all - for other inputs are directed
to health, transport (WISCO, LIAT), marketing and trade, education and
training and, of course, agricultural research (CARDI) - all essential

elements to be integrated into the broader food development support

picture.

6. A food strategy must, necessarily at individual government levels, be based
upon motivation,. an economic policy affecting producers, the farmers, and

the private commercial sector. It must encompass the purchasing potential

of the local consumer. It must envisage the storage of surpluses, the

accessibility of agricultural inputs of tdols, fertilizers and pesticides,

feeder-roads, extension services. Applying the meaning of strategy as it

stands in the dictionary, it is the management of inputs and thd art of

so moving or disposing of them as to impose upon the Region's agricultural
production potential the place, location, time and conditions for achieving

the end-objective of the Plan.

7. For a strategy to be effective therefore, it not only implies adoption of

an economic policy at individual country-levels, but if it is to move from

a philosophy to an action programme it needs to be translated into a jigsaw

puzzle of individual territorial pieces that clearly indicate specific

locations, project-size, potential and proposed use, and needed inputs, as

a meaningful contribution to the overall picture of complementarity and

diversification of the Region's food and nutrition needs. Such production

patterns covering the Region require central coordination and orientation -

but they also depend upon the interedt and initiative of the individual

countries and peoples themselves in the exercise of their responsibilities

and fully aware of their roles in responding to the exigencies of the overall
pattern'- the regional dimension. This may entail risks and sacrifices.
And in compensation for these, donors involved in the process need to provide

credible ongoing support. The resources of the private sector also must be
mobilized.

8. In adopting its plan of action to combat hunger in the world, the European
Communities have stressed two factors essential to agri-fobd development.

In addition to the elaboration and i!pmnrktation of food strategies or

policies designed to create, through c7-,-f1inated operations, the economic

and social conditions conducive to stntiAned auri-fcod and rural develop-

ment, there is the fled to protect. and rc,.ap rivimum benefit from the natural



condition of agricultural production. The safeguarding of a country's

natural resources and avoidance of. serious deterioration has obvious

implications for the future of the agri-food sector. Huge areas in the

world are suffering a decline in natural production potential or in actual

plant and animal resources. In the agri-food sphere, especially the need

for immediate action often conflicts with long term 'interests. So in

addition to everything else, rural populations involved must be made aware

of cause and effect reactions in husbanding, in the interest of their own

survival also, the environment in which they live.

9. In closing, the. following indicative listing of EDF inputs programmed,

committed or in the pipeline will serve to reflect the European Communities'

interest in the development of Caribbean agriculture.

A. 4th EVE Regional Programme:

(i) Technical assistance to CARICOM *(Grant) ECU: $200,000

contributed to the concept of its food strategy.

(ii) Assistance to CARDI (Grant) ECU: $1,500,000

to strengthen or extend its network of field stations.

(iii) Assistance to CDB 0*. (Grant) ECU: $1,060,000

for several studies on agricultural production potential, some

of which are now taken up as objectives in the strategy.

(iv). Belize pilot farm .(Grant) ECU: $1,925,000

an objective within the strategy.

B. 5th EDF Regional Programme:

(v) Technical assistance to CFC OS* (Grant) ECU: $450,000

a long term and a number of short term consultancies aim at

project-identification and detailed preparation - the territorial

pieces of the jigsaw puzzle referred to in paragraph 7 above,

(vi) below.

(vi) Line of credit to small/medium scale agricultural projects

Initially ECU: $2,000,000

(See remark under (v) above.)

(vii) Regional marketing of agricultural inputs ...

(Rotating fund) ECU: $2,300,000

to help provide an answer to the difficulties of supply of

necessary inputs to small farmers of the LDCs through a Barbados-

based subsidiary of CFC-CATCO. (Ref: paragraph 6 above.)

This operation should allow for considerable short term improve-

ment in local production on existing enterprises, and for setting

up new longer-term operations.

(viii) Regional seed industry 0.• (7) ECU: $2,000,000

to help train staff in seed technology, coordinate and promote

controlled seed production in the Region.

(ix) Assistance to CARDI (Grant) ECU: $3,035,000

to promote research on forage-seed production, aroids/arrowroots,

and soil/water conservation practices - involving demonstration,

ld trials and seed multiplication in cooperation with farmer

organizations including CARDATS.

*1-ECU (European currency unit
) presently equivalent to US$0.95
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Otalr 77.,:Qjects in the pipeline include:

- Livestock (hatching eggs., broiler brcedigg, sheep/got4;)

- Fruit tree propzIgation and proczscing

- LIE.Inana disease eradication/control

- Coconut rehabilitationidevelopmnt

- Corn-soya
- Fisheries boat building

- Training (agricultural school)

- ELc.


